Mitsubishi
Electric
RapidHeat
KJ60 Floor
Console Heat
Pump / Air
Conditioner
For the correct sizing of heat pumps and an installation
quote please contact your local Harvey Norman store.
The RapidHeat KJ60 heat pump incorporates industry
leading RapidHeat technology to provide you with
superior performance. With a new slim design the
RapidHeat KJ60 sits discreetly at floor level. Meanwhile
three uniquely shaped vanes control airflow to provide
you with optimum air distribution that is customizable to
your preference. Rapid Heating Technology The
Mitsubishi Electric RapidHeat Floor Console Series
ensures the perfect room temperature is reached faster
with new Rapid Heating Technology. Advanced Sensors
coupled with Intuitive Control Logic mean optimal
running temperatures are reached in the shortest
amount of time possible with maximum energy
efficiency. Automatically activated at start up in low
temperature conditions and when two way air flow is
selected, warm air is blown in a downward direction first
before the air is returned back into the indoor unit where
it is reheated a second time before it is released again.
As a result a room can now heat up to twice as fast in
comparison to our previous model meaning our floor
consoles are more energy efficient than ever. Sleek,
Sophisticated Design Mitsubishi Electric RapidHeat
Floor Consoles features clean, sharp lines creating a

streamlined, modern floor mounted heating. The
removable base allows the Rapid Heat Series to be
recessed into your wall. This dramatically reduces the
depth of the indoor unit from 215mm to 145mm - a
decrease of 33%! The perfect solution for unobtrusive
floor mounted heating or for new buildings and
renovation projects. Multi Vane Flow - Even Heat
Distribution The RapidHeat Series allows for complete
customisation for ultimate comfort. The multi vane flow
function blows warm air in both an upward and
downward direction providing even and effective
heating whilst also eliminating draughts. This is
achieved via three uniquely shaped vanes that are
designed for better airflow control and the freedom to
customise them to your preference. High Energy
Efficiency RapidHeat Floor Consoles (KJ25/35/50) have
been awarded the Energy Star mark, signalling they
meet strict energy efficiency standards, meaning
Mitsubishi Electric has more Energy Star floor consoles
than any other brand. They also feature Econo Cool
which switches airflow to swing mode, ensuring you use
less energy to provide an overall cooling effect during
the summer months. Optional Wi-Fi Control Upgrade
With the addition of award winning Mitsubishi Electric
Wi-Fi Control, you can control and monitor your heat
pump from absolutely anywhere via your smartphone,
tablet or online account. 6.8 kW Heating Capacity & 6.0
kW Cooling Capacity

Features
All Product Details

Brand Mitsubishi
Product Type Floor Console Heat Pump
Model

MFZ-KJ60

Heat Pump/Air Conditioner Features

Heating Capacity
Cooling Capacity
Energy

6.8kW
6kW

Energy Star

Cooling 2.0kW - Heating 2.5kW

Dimensions

Height

600mm

Width
Depth

750mm
215mm

Warranty

Manufacturers

60 Months
www.harveynorman.co.nz

